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Copyright Information 
 
Copyright 2019 SmartFox Technologies™, LLC. 
www.smartfoxtechnologies.com 
 
All Rights Reserved 
 
These materials are designed and developed by SmartFox Technologies™. The information in 
these materials are Copyright 2019 by SmartFox Technologies™, and may not be copied, 
transferred, or reproduced in whole or in part without the written consent of SmartFox 
Technologies™. This copyright extends to text, logos, images, diagrams, and all other portions 
associated with the SmartFox Prime© Application (reference as the App) and the content in this 
document. All Rights are Reserved. 
 
The Business Forecast Management© (BFM) system methodology designed in the SmartFox 
Prime© App and the SmartFox Technologies™ brand name are both fully protected by the 
United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). All designations are trademarks or 
registered trademarks of the USPTO. Improper or unauthorized use of any of these materials 
may entitle the owner to relief in law and/or equity. 
 
All of the information contained herein was carefully prepared based on the latest 
information available, and was believed to be correct at the time of printing. However, this 
publication could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. SmartFox 
Technologies™ cannot be held liable for direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential 
damages resulting from any inadvertent omissions or errors in this publication. 

Disclaimer 
The information contained in these documents are confidential, privileged and only for the 
information of the intended recipient and may not be used, published or redistributed without 
the prior written consent of SmartFox Technologies™.  Any person who discloses confidential 
information may entitle the owner to relief in law and/or equity, even if he or she does not 
actually benefit from the disclosure of such information. 
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Introduction 
The SmartFox Prime© Application (reference as the App) is a Business Forecast Management© 
(BFM) System created by SmartFox Technologies™ for Salesforce™ Customers. Available on 
Salesforce™ AppExchange, SmartFox Prime is an easy to use Sales tool that enables a Company 
to bring more accountability and accuracy to their Sales teams pipeline in Salesforce™ based on 
rules, past events, and Sales Reps insights.  
 
Here's the benefits and features a Sales Rep and Sales Team will receive once SmartFox Prime is 
implemented into your Company’s Salesforce™: 
 

● Consistency & Cadence in Forecasting for All Sales Reps 
● Strengthen Foundation & Structure within Salesforce™ 
● Increase Sales Probabilities % through Accurate Forecasting 
● Improve Accountability in Sales Process for All Sales Reps 
● Comprehensive Forecast Reports & Dashboard Views for All Users 
● Customer & Prospect Engagement Software 
● Best Practices Software to help All Sales Reps Achieve Results 
● Provened SmartFox BFM Algorithms providing Quality Forecast Recommendations 
● Increased Results by Motivating & Rewarding All Sales Reps 

 

Understanding SmartFox Prime Features 
Before using SmartFox Prime, please ask the Admin of SmartFox Prime to provide you 
the link to the tutorial video called “Understanding SmartFox Prime”. Until the Admin or 
End User watch this video, he/she will not fully understand the features of the App. 

 
This guide helps an End User/Sales Rep for a Company understand how to use the SmartFox 
Prime App. The guide is not intended to explain every feature of the App. Here is a short 
overview of SmartFox Prime core features: 

Milestones to Move 
Milestones to Move are a Company’s expectations of the items that a Sales Rep need to 
complete before progressing to the next stage of an Opportunity. As the Sales Rep progressed 
through these Milestones to Move, SmartFox Prime calculates the probability of closing based 
on rules, past experience, and Sales Rep insight; bringing more confidence in forecasting and a 
Company’s revenue goals. 
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Here are examples: 
1. Have you met all the decision makers involved in this purchase? 
2. Have they requested a presentation of our products? 
3. Have you given them a budgetary estimated yet? 
4. Do they have funds available to purchase our products? 
5. Have you asked them which vendors they are considering for this purchase?  

Best Practices 
Best Practices are recommendations to the Sales Rep of the good activity and work they 
should be performing in each stage of Sales Cycle.  Best Practices is a guideline for success, 
from the Company which educates and empowers a Sales Rep to make smart decisions within 
each stage. 
 
Here are examples: 
1. Sales Rep provides each decision maker a company brochure 
2. Sales Rep takes the decision makers out to eat lunch 
3. Sales Rep sets up a follow up time with the decision makers to touch base with them 
4. Sales Rep sends them a follow-up email thanking them for their time 
5. Sales Rep ask each of the decision maker for their business 

Salesforce™ Responsibilities 
Salesforce™ Responsibilities should be clearly defined for each Sales Rep to follow so they 
understand the Company's expectations of work necessary in Salesforce™ within each stage. 
  
Here are examples: 
1. Have you entered all your notes from your meeting(s) with them into Salesforce™? 
2. Have you put all the Decision Makers contact information into Salesforce™? 
3. Have you enter what you feel is the right purchase amount for the opportunity correctly in 

Salesforce™? 
4. Have you determined the next steps with the Customer and entered them into Salesforce™? 

Customer Tracker 
The Customer Tracker is the tool a Sales Rep utilizes to walk the Customer through the next 
steps in the buying process. These are recommendations made from a Company’s leaders to 
their Sales Rep(s) so they take ownership of the buying process with the Customer. 
 
Here are examples: 
1. Have you created a selection committee to help you evaluate the vendors you are interested 

in? 
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2. Do you know when you want to make the purchase and how much funding you’ll need? 
3. Have you determine your selection criteria for picking a vendor? 
4. Have you setup a time for each vendor to give you a presentation of their products? 

Additional Details 
Additional details are links to helpful documentation which the Sales Rep can utilize within 
each stage. SmartFox Prime allows Sales Reps to have access to these links in one place rather 
than separate Company intranets, websites, file server, etc. 

 
Please note: The Admin of Salesforce™ and SmartFox Prime will be responsible for providing 
each End User privileges to use the SmartFox Prime App. Errors will occur on the Sales Rep’s 
Salesforce™ screen if he/she hasn't been granted the proper User’s Rights. 
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End User Instructions  

Getting Started with SmartFox Prime 

1. Search for Opportunities in App Launcher or from your Opportunity Tab within Salesforce™ 
2. Open a New Opportunity or Select the Opportunity you want to answer with SmartFox Prime.  
3. For new opportunities, the End User will have to have the First Stage, the Opportunity Value, 

and the correct Record Type associated with the opportunity saved before using SmartFox 
Prime. For existing opportunities, the SmartFox Prime will default to the initial stage of the 
Record Type and the End User will have to progress to the Stage in SmartFox Prime to mirror 
where the opportunity exists in Salesforce™ before saving so the workflow works correctly. 

 

              Figure 1 
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Using SmartFox Prime Opportunity Dashboard 

4. Once the initial Opportunity details are saved in Salesforce™ and the Admin has properly 
configured SmartFox Prime with user rights, the SmartFox Prime Opportunity Dashboard 
will appear on the screen. It comprises of the below information: 

 
● SF Opportunity Value 
● Weighted Value & Probability 
● Forecast Value & Probability 

● Stage 
● Closing Date Range 
● Actual Forecast Dates 

 
5. Your Salesforce™ Admin may decide to include the SmartFox Prime fields from the 

Dashboard in the Salesforce™ opportunity details column as shown in Figure 2. The 
Salesforce™ Admin will also decide if the SmartFox Prime Workflow is either On or Off; if 
the App workflow is cut on - the SmartFox Stage, SmartFox Weighted Value, SmartFox Actual 
Forecast Dates, SmartFox Forecast Value, and SmartFox Closing Range gets updated on 
Salesforce™ Opportunity in the custom fields that are created on the Salesforce™ 
Opportunity. 

 
      Figure 2 

 

6. The Help icon  shown on the Dashboard gives information about the criterias as shown 
below and in Figure 3: 

● If the bubble  is showing the Black color, it indicates that the criteria is not visited. 
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● If the bubble  is showing the Green color, it indicates that the full information is 
entered, and the stage is complete. 

● If the bubble  is showing the Amber color, it indicates that the information is 
filled partially, and it still needs to be finished. 

● If the bubble  is showing the Red color, it indicates that the criteria is not visited. 

 
                                                                                                   Figure 3 
 

7. To start using SmartFox Prime, click on the Open SmartFox button. Please note: The 
starting default Forecast Value equals $0.00 until you answer the SmartFox Prime  

 

 
      Figure 4 
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SmartFox Prime Entry Screen 

8. The End User will answer the questions for each stage of the Opportunity which has been 
configured by the Company SmartFox Prime Admin. 

 

 
 Figure 5 
 

9. SmartFox Prime shows the stages for the Salesforce™ Record Type on the left side of the 
screen. At the top under the Opportunity name, the Stage name will display along with 
SmartFox Stage Prob % Range, Max Time to Complete, and Max Time in Stage as configured 
by the Company SmartFox Admin. These calculations are based on the way SmartFox Prime 
was configured by your Company Admin and Management Team for each stage. 

 
10. Below these SmartFox calculations (in item #9 above), the SmartFox Prime Feature Bar will 

appear with the sections of each stage the Company would like the End User to complete. 
The End User can navigate to each by clicking on the feature bar items and see their progress 
by the following color symbols: 

 

 
                               Figure 6 
 

● Black: Not visited 
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● Green: All answers completed 
● Amber: Partially completed 
● Red: Criteria is visited but no answer marked 

 
11.  As the End User answers the questions for the Milestone to Move, the SmartFox Weighted 

Value, Closing Date Range, and Actual Forecast Value will automatically calculate on the right 
SmartFox Value Status screen as shown below: 

 

 
                       Figure 7 
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12. The Actual Forecast Dates will also calculate in the SmartFox Value Status screen depending 
upon the Closing Date Range calculation. Please Note: The Closing Date Range and Actual 
Forecast Dates are calculated automatically by the configuration selected in Days, Weeks, or 
Months for the Max Time to Complete a Stage by the SmartFox Prime Admin.  

 

 
    Figure 8 

13. Help icons  are available throughout SmartFox Prime to help explain the feature 
purposes and calculations being made to further assist the Sales Rep. 

 

 
    Figure 9 
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14. In the Milestones To Move questions in each stage, the End User is required to answer the 
last question before proceeding to the next stage or section of the App. The End User’s 
answer to this question will tell the Company how confident he/she is with the closing of the 
opportunity based on the calculation of the SmartFox Closing Range. The Answer produces 
an automatic calculation for a SmartFox Forecast Value to assist the Company in 
Forecasting the Opportunity based on the Sales Rep’s knowledge of the opportunity.   

 

 
                                                                                                  Figure 10 
 

15. Once the question has been answered to determine the SmartFox Forecast Value, the End 
User can Save, Save and Close to go back to the Salesforce™ Opportunity Screen, or Click the 
Next Button to answer the remaining questions for that Stage or progress to the next stage. 
Any of these actions will save the data that has been entered by the End User. Please note: 
The SmartFox Admin will configure each Stage based on the features of SmartFox Prime the 
Company has decided to utilize. 
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16. Once the End User decides to Save and Close, the SmartFox Prime App will take you back to 

the Salesforce™ Opportunity Screen. If the Salesforce™ Admin has properly configured the 
End User SmartFox Prime Opportunity Dashboard with workflow cut on, the Stage in the 
Opportunity will automatically update in Salesforce™ and the latest SmartFox calculations 
from the End User’s progress within the Stage will be updated in the Dashboard and the 
Salesforce™ Opportunity Details SmartFox section. When the End User is ready to re-open 
the SmartFox Prime App, he/she will click on the Open SmartFox button again to make edits 
or changes to SmartFox Prime. 

 

 
                                                                                       Figure 11 

 
Please note: If the Stages do not match, one of two things have occurred. The SmartFox 
Prime Admin for the Company does not have the SmartFox Prime Salesforce™ integration 
feature enabled for you or Salesforce™ did not accept your last saved attempt. As a best 
practice before contacting your Admin, re-open SmartFox Prime and attempt to repeat the 
update and then save and close again. This action typically fixes this issue if/when it occurs.   
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17.  The End User has the ability to also go back to a previous criteria by clicking on the Previous 
button or navigating the SmartFox Feature Bar. 

 

                                                                                        Figure 12  

SmartFox Skip Stage Feature 

18. Stages can be skipped to go from a lower stage to a higher stage in the App by clicking on the 
Skip Stage button. A Compelling Reason should then be selected to Skip a Stage and move 
further. Any other additional information and/or comment for that reason can be entered in 
the Other field. The Stage to Move field is the stage the End User wants to progress/reach.   

 
Please note: The Skip Stage option is not valid for a Closed stage - Won or Lost. Even if the 
End User skips a stage, he/she has the option of going back to revisit any stage to enter 
information. Where the End User Saves and Closes is the Stage that gets updated into 
Salesforce™ if the Admin has enabled the SmartFox Workflow.  
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                                     Figure 13 

SmartFox Closing Stages 

19. For closed stage, select one stage out of the stage available in picklist and answer any 
requested questions. Please note: Closed Won will always equal 100% Prob % and Closed 
Lost always equals 0% Prob %. The End User and Admin can not change this feature. 

 

 Figure 14 
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20. Once the Closing Stage has been selected and question(s) have been answered, click Finish 
to completely submit the opportunity which takes you back to the Salesforce™ SmartFox 
Prime Opportunity Dashboard. 

 

 

                                                                                                   Figure 15 

 

`               Figure 16 
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SmartFox Prime End User Reports 
The purpose of the End User Reports are to allow Sales Manager and Sales Reps to see how the 
team and individual is performing with SmartFox Prime. Based on Salesforce™ User Rights, the 
Admin will give the ability for a Sales Manager to view the entire teams progress and a Sales 
Rep the ability to see how they are progressing with SmartFox Prime. SmartFox Prime comes 
with the following default End User reports which can be modified if desired by the Admin: 

SmartFox Utilization Report 
The SmartFox Utilization Report provides a view of all Sales Reps or an Individual Sales Rep’s 
performance and progressing with answering SmartFox Prime’s questions for each 
Opportunity. The Report provides the Opportunity Owner’s Name(s), Record Types, Opportunity 
Names, Opportunity Stages, SmartFox Criterias, SmartFox Questions, and SmartFox Sales Rep 
Answers. 

SmartFox Exception Report 
The SmartFox Exception Report provides a view of all Sales Reps or an Individual Sales Rep’s 
who have skipped stages in SmartFox Prime with the Compelling Reasons or Other Reason for 
skipping a stage. The Report provides a clear view of the most common reasons Sales Reps are 
skipping stages. 

SmartFox Status Report 
The SmartFox Status Report provides a view of all Sales Reps or an Individual Sales Rep’s 
opportunities status for the SmartFox features to see if questions are the criterias are Less than 
Half Complete, Half Complete, or Complete. The Report provides SmartFox calculations for each 
Salesforce™ Opportunity based on the Opportunity Current Stage. 

SmartFox Customer Questions 
The SmartFox Customer Questions Report provides a view of all the Customer Tracker feature 
questions within each Stage of the active SmartFox Prime Templates (Salesforce™ Industry 
Type). The Sales Rep can utilize this report with a Customer to walk them through a Sales 
Process to show which milestones need to be answered. 

SmartFox Customer Report 
The SmartFox Customer Report provides a view of all Sales Reps or an Individual Sales Rep’s 
opportunities that are utilizing SmartFox Prime’s Customer Tracker feature. The Sales Rep can 
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utilize this report to see which Customer Tracker questions have been answered for each their 
Opportunities utilizing this SmartFox Prime feature.  

 
Please note: The Sales Rep has the ability to disable Salesforce™ Grand Totals and SubTotals in 
the SmartFox Prime Reports by turning off this feature located to the bottom of the reports as 
shown in Figure 17. 
 

 
                                                                Figure 17 

SmartFox Prime Dashboards 
SmartFox Prime provides two dashboard views for the Sales Reps/Sales Manager and Sales 
Rep/Customer to utilize. 

SmartFox Prime Dashboard 
The SmartFox Prime Dashboard is a dashboard designed for a Sales Rep / Sales Manager. The 
Sales Rep and Sales Manager has ability to see several key graphs that come from details in 
the SmartFox Prime End User Reports. Based on Salesforce™ rights a Sales Rep should be 
configured by the Admin to see their Opportunities only. The Sales Manager should be 
configured by the Admin to see their Team of Sales Reps Opportunities only.  

SmartFox Prime Customer Dashboard 
The SmartFox Prime Dashboard is a dashboard designed for a Sales Rep or Sales Manager to 
utilize with a Customer to show them a graph of which Customer Tracker details have been 
answered for an Opportunity or Opportunities.  
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FAQs 

Remedies to Common End User Errors  

Error   Error Message Will Appear 
When the End User does not select 
reason/stage to skip the stage  Please select value 
No permission on Object/Field -or- The 
permission set has not been assigned 
to the End User 

There is a permission issue. Please 
contact the support team 

Unable to access SmartFox Reports. 
Need to contact Admin to give rights. 

We couldn’t complete your request. Ask 
your Salesforce™ Admin for help 

When the template is not active and 
the End User tries to access the 
SmartFox Prime anyway 

Please contact your Admin to activate 
SmartFox Prime 

Questions/Answers 

1. Why are my SmartFox Prime Reports and Dashboards not available in Salesforce™? 
 

     Solution: 
Contact your Salesforce™ Admin if you do not see the SmartFox Prime Reports and 
Dashboards to ensure you have been granted access to these reports. If you have access, do a 
search in the Reporting Search field on the word SmartFox to see all the SmartFox Reports 
available for the End User.   

 
2. Why won’t the SmartFox Prime let me Save and Close?  

 
Solution: 
There is a mandatory question that needs to be answered by the Sales Rep before he/she can 
Save and Close the App. For example, SmartFox Prime requires each Sales Rep to answer the 
question on how confident he/she is in SmartFox Closing Date Range to help the App produce 
a SmartFox Forecast Value for the Company.   
 
3. Why did SmartFox Prime update Salesforce™ on the wrong stage? 

 
Solution: 
SmartFox Prime updates Salesforce™ from the stage you last saved and closed if the SmartFox 
Workflow is cut on by the Admin. If you went back and decided to answer more questions on a 
previous stage in the App and Save and Closed on that stage, SmartFox Prime acknowledges 
this stage as the most recent stage. As a best practice, make sure you are on the stage which is 
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correct before Save and Closing the opportunity in SmartFox Prime. If the Stage is still wrong 
on the Salesforce™ Opportunity screen, re-open SmartFox Prime and Save and Close again to 
refresh the data being sent back to Salesforce™. 
 
4.   Where does the Close Date Range and Actual Forecast Date calculations come from? Can I 
change them? 
 
Solution: 
Similar to other autocalculations, these calculations are based on the decisions entered by the 
Admin while creating a SmartFox Prime configuration. They can not be changed by the End 
User. If you feel they should be altered, contact your Admin to further discuss. 
 
5. How does the End User enter a reason for skipping the stage, if the reason is not listed 
already? 
 
Solution: 
Any stage can be skipped by selecting the Skip Stage option. While selecting this, the End User 
has to select an option for skipping a stage. If the reason is not present in the drop down, 
he/she should select “Other” in the Compelling Reason field and in the Other text field describe 
your new Compelling Reason. As a best practice, SmartFox Technologies™ recommends the 
End User also request the Admin to add an additional Compelling Reason to the drop down. If 
the End User sees a Compelling Reason choice duplicated, then the End User should also 
contact the Admin. The SmartFox Prime Admin has authority to add/edit/delete a reason in 
listing for the End User. 
 
6. Do I have to answer every Milestone to Move question before I go to the next stage? If not, 
can I go back and enter the answer to a Milestone to Move question even if I’m not in that 
stage? 
 
Solution: 
No, the End User does not have to answer every Milestone to Move question in a stage to 
progress to the Next Stage in SmartFox Prime. The End User is only required to answer how 
confident he/she is with the closing of the opportunity within the Closing Range before 
progressing to the next stage or Saving and Closing App.  
 
Yes, the End User has the option to go back and answer questions in previous Stages in 
SmartFox Prime at any time. With that said, remember to Save and Close on the correct Stage 
in SmartFox Prime to ensure the Salesforce™ stage is properly updated. 
 
7. How do I omit an SmartFox Opportunity so it doesn’t reflect in my Pipeline? 
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Solution: 
The decision on how to handle omitted opportunities should be made by the Admin. The 
Admin can request the End User let the Company know that an SmartFox Prime Opportunity is 
Omitted by answering the mandatory question on Milestones to Move section in the App 
selecting “Omitted”. The End User will then Save and Close which will update the Dashboard to 
the Forecast Value of $0.00. The Admin may also determined for Omitted Salesforce™ 
Opportunities the Sales Rep should not use the SmartFox Prime App.  
 
8. Where is the Save and Close button? I cannot see it on my laptop? 
 
Solution: 
Please make sure the web browser is fully expanded to cover your entire screen on your 
laptop. If the End User is using the App from a laptop there are scroll bars available within 
Salesforce™ and the App to allow the user to navigate/scroll down to the Save and Close 
button located at the bottom of the App Screen.  
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